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â€œAre you ready to go home?â€•Over the course of eight years, Cyrus Davidon has become the

greatest warrior in Arkaria. He has fought and beaten armies, dragons, monsters and gods. He's

been elected to lead the greatest guild in the land â€“ Sanctuary â€“ and watched that guild fall at the

hands of his enemies.For the God of War, Bellarum, has aims beyond the understanding of mortals,

and the deity is moving his dark hand across the lands that Cyrus has pledged to defend. In order to

stop him, Cyrus will have to fight with everything he has, every friend he has made, every ally that

remains to him, and only one question will linger......Who will survive?
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I thought that the last book was a monster. This one dwarves it (no pun intended), weighing in at a

meaty 761 kindle pages, according to .I didn't know what to expect. I fully expected Crane to do

justice to the conclusion of the series, but I didn't know just HOW he would do that. And the answer

is, with great style and the clever use of a dual POV, told in alternate third and first person narrative

voices. The result is very effective.What I found most impressive however, is the way that the



dangling threads from the previous volumes have been pulled together and tied up. Those niggling

questions? Answered. Revelations, which you may not even have known were hiding in the

shadows.Robert Crane is an accomplished author. Book 1 was released in 2011. I first came across

this series in 2013. And I'm picky about my fantasy fiction. As a younger reader, I was exposed to

the worlds created by Eddings, C S Lewis, Pratchett, and Tolkien. I know what I like. I know what I

expect. This series delivers. Boy, does it deliver.The connection with these characters and the

investment in their destinies is one you donâ€™t often get. I recall feeling it particularly with The

Lord of the Rings trilogy and the Harry Potter series. The sense of loss when a character dies. The

satisfaction when the hero prevails. The very real sense that you know these characters; that you

will miss them when they're gone.I have read a great many books that I have given 5 stars. This

though? Itâ€™s really up there with what I would consider to be one of my very favourite books. A

fabulous climax to the series, with a little something to pique the readers' interest for the future...

I have loved reading this series more than I can say. I feel as though they are my friends, my

climates. Shaved laughed and cried with them, at them, watched them grow into the personalities

that they became.I feel as though I went with them on the journey through the lands. I am sad it is

finished, but excited for the future books you have promised. I never just read a series like this just

once. I read them over and over. And each time I laugh and cry with them. I carry them with me in

my Kindle everywhere I go. I am never lonely for there are there, waiting to wish me away to a

faraway place and time. Now that I have finished this book, I will most likely reread the entire series.

Thank you for writing this series and the journey it took me on. I look forward to many more hours of

reading.

I remember seeing once that there was planned to be 10 Sanctuary books. I figured there would be

two more after this. Only at the end did I realise 4.5 and 5.5 counted. But...what an ending. I am

eagerly anticipating both the series in Luukesia and industrial-revolution Arkaria. I am also willing to

bet we won't just see those five returning heroes...As always, a fabulous work. I only wish there

were more readers of this series, because you sorely deserve them.TL;DRGreat series of books.

Buy them all. Read them all. And enjoy that yiu don't have to deal with the cliffhangers.

Wow, all I can say is "WOW"! Robert J. Crane completed his Sanctuary series with a slam dunk!

This book, which I have read twice now, is simply amazing. Actually, the whole series was incredible

and the finale was everything I expected. The author tied a lot of loose ends presented throughout



the series in this volume but he did it circumspectly and they worked oh so well in the narrative.

When a reader encounters a series of a number of books (in this case, eight), he/she becomes

comfortable with the characters and gets to know them very well. This is the case with all the

Sanctuary books and the lead characters (some of whom the author killed off through the series) all

make an appearance in this last book, even if only by name.Crane is an exceptionally prolific writer

and a quick one as well. How he manages to keep his worlds sorted (he has three very different

worlds in the series he is working on) is incredible and his voice, so totally different in each world, is

solid and extremely different.If I have a complaint (and I have two) about Legend it's that it is the

end of the series (although Crane has promised us more from the world of Arkaria.in the future).

The second, and it's a bit nit picky, is the editing. Most editing issues are minor but they do jump

out, especially on the second reading. Crane tells us that most of the issues we find are intended

but, as an editor, I know there are things that are missed by his editor. As I said, I am being a little

nit picky here and the problems only bothered me for a second or two. Most would miss them.All in

all, this is a fantastic book and well worth the read for anyone who has followed the series. I

suppose it might work as a stand-alone book but like so many other series, the backstories would

definitely be missing.Thank you, Robert J. Crane.

This is just to counter what Andrew said giving it two stars. I don't even know where it says "read

now" to read it, but he must be doing something wrong because apparently this book works fine for

all of us, and I am loving this book so far. I'm excited to finish it tonight when I'm off work!
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